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Abstract
Communication overhead poses an important obstacle to dis-
tributed DNN training and draws increasing attention in recent
years. Despite continuous efforts, prior solutions such as gra-
dient compression/reduction, compute/communication over-
lapping and layer-wise flow scheduling, etc., are still coarse-
grained and insufficient for an efficient distributed training
especially when the network is under pressure.
We present DLCP, a novel solution exploiting the domain-
specific properties of deep learning to optimize communi-
cation overhead of DNN training in a fine-grained manner.
At its heart, DLCP comprises of several key innovations be-
yond prior work: e.g., it exploits bounded loss tolerance of
SGD-based training to improve tail communication latency
which cannot be avoided purely through gradient compression.
It then performs fine-grained packet-level prioritization and
dropping, as opposed to flow-level scheduling, based on layers
and magnitudes of gradients to further speedup model con-
vergence without affecting accuracy. In addition, it leverages
inter-packet order-independency to perform per-packet load
balancing without causing classical re-ordering issues. DLCP
works with both Parameter Server and collective communica-
tion routines. We have implemented DLCP with commodity
switches, integrated it with various training frameworks in-
cluding TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch, and deployed it
in our small-scale testbed with 10 Nvidia V100 GPUs. Our
testbed experiments and large-scale simulations show that
DLCP delivers up to 84.3% additional training acceleration
over the best existing solutions.
1 Introduction
Deep Learning (DL) plays a key role in modern AI appli-
cations such as Computer Vision [44, 58, 84] and Natural
Language Processing [72, 93, 96] etc. At the core of DL,
however, training Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) can be no-
toriously time-consuming, due primarily to sheer volumes of
data communication and growing model complexities. Al-
though computation (forward/backward propagation) can be
parallelized via mini-batching, DNN training still has 100s
of iterations, each of which ends with exchanges of massive
gradient updates across 10s to 100s of distributed workers,
potentially causing severe worst-case congestion and tail la-
tencies and slowing DNN training down to a crawl. These
communication bottlenecks have been reported in real pro-
duction [77] and in recent literature [42, 54, 68, 74, 94].
Substantial efforts are made recently to alleviate the com-
munication bottleneck in DNN training. For instance, there
are techniques to compress/reduce the amount of gradient
updates by exploiting the sparsity of gradient values (e.g.,
mostly zeros) [65, 95] or SGD’s inherent tolerance to asyn-
chronous gradient updates [45, 48]. Others seek to mitigate
communication overhead by pipelining communication and
computation through careful layer-wise scheduling (e.g., for-
ward propagation computes the gradients of front layers while
synchronizing deeper layers gradients) [42, 53, 77].
While these solutions exploit DL-specific properties, they
operate on the application layer and can nevertheless suffer
from poor tail performance when the (datacenter) network
is under stress. For example, although gradient compression
reduces the overall traffic volume, but they are not immune
to long-tail delays caused by transient packet drops or queue-
ing resulting from bursty traffic spikes (see §2.2). Likewise,
even if a DNN scheduler prioritizes certain flows (e.g., a
much needed tensors), it only controls when end-hosts ini-
tiate these flows and switches in network will ignore these
application-specific priorities when choosing which packets
to be queued or dropped (e.g., [54, 77]). In other words, most
of these optimizations operate at the flow-level (e.g., each flow
is a tensor [60] or tensor partition [54, 77]) at the end-host,
thus insufficient to handle packet-level hiccups in the network
(e.g., packet queueing or dropping [13, 105]).
In this paper, we argue that it is fundamentally more ef-
fective to embrace these domain-specific properties of DL at
lower layers of the network stack. Such a “holistic” approach
can potentially enable similar DL optimizations and more
(§2.3) at a much finer per-packet granularity, whereas prior
work is restricted to flow-level optimizations. For instance,
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transport layer can avoid tail flow latency by intentionally ig-
noring the small fraction of data delayed or missed by the net-
work. [97] Switches in the network can prioritize packets that
carry important gradients to respect the application-specific
semantics. Furthermore, the independence among packets in
DNN training allows for per-packet load balancing without
the need for packet reordering.
We present DLCP, a novel solution exploiting the domain-
specific properties of deep learning to optimize communi-
cation overhead of DNN training in a fine-grained manner.
One of the key enabling concepts of DLCP is bounded loss
tolerance. Reliability in current transport control is “all-or-
nothing”: TCP requires all packets to be received and can be
blocked by a tiny fraction of delayed packets; whereas UDP
has no reliability guarantee at all. In contrast, what matters
to DNN training is a certain fraction (< 100%) of data, not
all data, are received, due to the SGD-based training (§2.3).
DLCP exploits such domain-specific insight to design a sim-
ple yet effective bounded-loss tolerant end-host transport that
minimizes the gradient transmission time, by intentionally
ignoring packets (bounded by p) delayed or lost in the net-
work without retransmission (§3). Our result shows that this
effectively cuts tail latency which cannot be avoided purely
through gradient compression (§2.2).
Another key novelty behind DLCP is to set packet priori-
ties based on layers and magnitudes of gradients, and enforce
prioritized queueing or dropping in the switch that matches
DNN training semantics. Our insight is that gradients can be
different in two dimensions (§2.3). On one hand, gradients of
front layers are more loss tolerant than back layers in terms of
model convergence. This is because, in deep neural networks,
different layers extract features in different levels of abstrac-
tion. Back layers generally contain accumulated information
that is learned based upon information in front layers, so more
important [59, 101]. On the other hand, gradients of larger
magnitude have more impact and are less loss tolerant, as their
losses can negatively affect the convergence. This is because,
during training, SGD leverages gradients to learn the correla-
tions between the intermediate features and the model output.
For a given dataset, larger gradients possess stronger corre-
lations between the connected features and the task than of
small gradients, and thus are more important. DLCP leverages
such observations to innovate switch mechanisms.
In addition, DLCP leverages inter-packet order-
independency to enforce per-packet load balancing in
the network without raising classical re-ordering concerns.
The insight behind this is, unlike traditional applications
where a message usually contains multiple packets (thus
order-dependent), a packet in DNN training consists of
multiple messages (gradients or parameters), thus inter-packet
has no ordering (§2.3). This enables ideal per-packet load
balancing to fully utilizes network bandwidth.
DLCP works with both Parameter Server and collective
communication routines and supports various training frame-
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Figure 1: Data Parallelism (Parameter Server)
works such as TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch, etc. We have
implemented DLCP with commodity switches, integrated it
with all the three training frameworks mentioned above, and
deployed it over our small-scale testbed with 10x Nvidia V100
GPUs (§4). Through testbed experiments and large-scale sim-
ulations, we found that (§5):
• Compared to prior optimization schemes such as P3 [54]
and ByteScheduler [77], DLCP delivers up to 84.3% addi-
tional training speedup across different DNN models, due
to its in-depth domain-specific optimizations.
• DLCP achieves performance improvement in both PS and
Ring All-Reduce, for PS the speedup is 84.3%, and for
Ring All-Reduce the value is 11%.
• Compared to general datacenter transport solutions such as
DCTCP [8] and pFabric [9], DLCP provides up to 186%
better FCT under pressing traffic due to its bounded-loss
tolerance and per-packet load balancing.
2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Distributed DNN Training
The goal of DNN training is to learn intricate representations
of large datasets with multiple levels of abstraction [59]. For
this purpose, a DNN model is iterated by a large dataset many
times (or “epochs”) to minimize a loss function.
Training process: An epoch of DNN training consists of mul-
tiple iterations. The procedure of an iteration is typically as
follows: (1) The DNN model and a partition (or “mini-batch”)
of data are taken as input; (2) the mini-batch travels through
the model from the first layer to the last layer and computes
the model loss, which is termed forward propagation (FP);
(3) with the model loss derived, it computes the gradients
backwards from the last layer to the first layer, which is called
backward propagation (BP); and finally (4) the gradients,
which represent information acquired from the mini-batch,
are used to update the model with some optimization algo-
rithms e.g., Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [17, 55, 78].
After that, the training proceeds to the next iteration.
Data parallelism: DNN training is often time-consuming
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with complex models and large datasets, e.g., training of
ResNet-50 with ImageNet [32] costs 29 hours on 8 Tesla P100
GPUs [44] and 115.2 minutes on 8 latest V100 GPUs [3], re-
spectively. To speed up, current practice is to leverage data
parallelism [25,31,56], in which mini-batches of training data
are distributed across multiple machines (or “workers”) as
shown in Figure 1. Different workers share the same global
model, and compute gradients (with FP and BP) using their
respective mini-batches individually. Then, gradients from
all workers are synchronized and aggregated to update the
global model1, using either parameter server architecture [60]
or collective routines like all-reduce [76]:
• Parameter server (PS) [60] is a logically centralized key-
value store. In each iteration, workers pull new model pa-
rameters from PS for training, and then push gradients to
PS for model updating. PS enables flexible parameter syn-
chronization pattern and is generally fault-tolerant.
• All-reduce [76] is a collective operation to sum up gra-
dients of all workers. A popular implementation is ring-
allreduce [83], in which workers form a logical ring and
each worker has two neighbors. During gradient aggrega-
tion, each worker receives a chunk of gradients from its left
neighbor, add to its local copy, and send the chunk to the
right neighbor, until all gradients are updated. Compared to
PS, ring-allreduce generates more uniform traffic pattern,
but is error-prone due to long communication channel.
Communication bottleneck: The network communication
is heavily involved in the above model synchronization [77].
Within each iteration, each worker may need to send and re-
ceive model gradients/parameters with tens to thousands of
MBs [44, 58, 84] at milliseconds. Consequently, communica-
tion often consumes a significant amount of the total training
time, and poses an important bottleneck in distributed DNN
training. This phenomenon has been observed by tons of re-
cent literatures [34, 42, 54, 60, 61, 74, 77, 104]. For example,
training AlexNet on 8 nodes demands more than 26Gbps
bandwidth to avoid blocking [104]. Furthermore, a recent
measurement has shown that communication accounts for as
high as 90% of total training time over 32 GPUs [74]. Worse,
as reported by a large online service provider, due to com-
munication overhead, the training performance is far from
linear speed-up with an increasing number of GPU servers
in many of their both internal and publicly available training
workloads [77].
1Generally, there are three approaches for model synchronization: Bulk
Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) [89], Asynchronous Parallel (ASP) [81],
and Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) [99]. Among them, BSP, in which
all workers need to trained on the same iterations, is typically adopted in
production [5, 39, 74]. This is because, compared to ASP or SSP, BSP has its
simplicity and good convergence performance [5,70]. Furthermore, BSP pro-
duces deterministic and reproducible results, which give it a great advantage
for hyper-parameter tuning [98]. We assume BSP throughout this paper.
2.2 Existing Solutions and Problems
To overcome the communication bottleneck, many solu-
tions [45, 65, 74, 76, 77, 104] have been proposed recently.
Among them, we review two lines of solutions that are closely
related to us, point out their problems, which motivate our
work. We leave the discussion of other related work to §6.
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Figure 2: The average and tail FCTs under different gradient
compression factors, by simulating communication pattern of
training GoogleNet [86] in PS.
Gradient sparsification & quantization: One line of work
proposed to reduce the network load of distributed DNN train-
ing through gradient sparsification [65,95] or quantization [6].
Specifically, gradient sparsification reduces network traffic
by applying a filter and only sends gradients of large magni-
tude, whereas gradient quantization represents the gradients
with lower-precision floating point numbers to reduce traffic
volume. While both approaches help reduce overall network
traffic, they do not make communication completely immune
to long-tail latencies due to transient packet drops or queue-
ing, either self-inflicted or by competing applications. The
key reason is that the tail latency is often caused by the com-
munication pattern, not only the traffic volume.
We used experiment to demonstrate the problem. In our ex-
periment, we use ns3 to simulate the communication process
of training GoogleNet, a widely used model, in PS [60] over
80 workers (colocated with 80 servers) under the same rank,
the parameters are equally divided, and the total parameter
size of GoogleNet is 6.8M. The bandwidth is 100Gbps, the
switch buffer size is 16MB, fetching from most commodity
switches, we use TCP NewReno [37] and RTOmin is 10ms,
a commonly used setting [24]. We compare two cases: (1)
original training job, and (2) training job with gradient com-
pression reducing traffic volume down to from 1/2 to 1/16 of
the original size. Figure 2 shows the results of both average
and tail FCTs. As we can see, while the gradient compression
does reduce the average FCT steadily (from 4.19 ms to 0.78
ms) as compression factor decreases (from 1/2 to 1/16), the
tail FCT, which eventually decides the overall communication
time of one training iteration remains almost the same around
10 ms. Such long-tail latency compromises the overall train-
ing efficiency, undermining the benefit brought by gradient
sparsification or quantization.
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Bounded loss ratio (p) 0%-1% 1%-2% >2%
LSTM [46] (0.6%) VGG16 [84] (0.7%) ResNet34 [44] (1%) Wide ResNet50 [102] (2.5%)
Model AlexNet [58](0.8%) VGG13 [84] (0.9%) GRU [26] (1.2%) ResNet50 [44] (2.5%)
ResNet18 [44] (0.9%) VGG19 [84] (0.9%) Wide ResNet101 [102] (1.3%) ResNet101 [44] (3.5%)
Table 1: The bounded loss tolerance across a wide range of DNN models. For LSTM and GRU models, we train them as NLP tasks
using wikitext-2 [73]. And other models are trained as CV tasks using Caltech101 [36].
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Figure 3: Optimization by layer-wise scheduling. We assume communication and computation, FP and BP take the same time.
Communication/computation overlapping & scheduling:
Another line of work optimizes the overall training perfor-
mance by overlapping communication and computation. In
this thread, Poseidon [104], together with some training frame-
works like MXNet, PyTorch and TensorFlow, take the ini-
tiative to overlap communication and computation (more
specifically, BP). The insight behind these solutions is the
layer-by-layer DNN structure and the independence between
gradient communication of one layer and gradient computa-
tion of another. Instead of waiting for the completion of the
entire BP, they transmit gradients of a layer once they are
ready, parallelizing the gradient communication of this layer
with gradient computation of other layers (Figure 3(b))
On top of Poseidon [104], P3 [54], TicTac [42] and
Bytescheduler [77] move one step further to overlap com-
munication of the current iteration with FP of the next iter-
ation, by tensor partitioning and priority-based scheduling.
The insight behind these approaches is the order of the gradi-
ents/parameters consumed in the subsequent training iteration.
As shown in Figure 3(c), they prioritize transmission of layer
i data over that of layer j (for i < j), which potentially accel-
erates the training pipelining by starting the next iteration FP
earlier.
While promising, these solutions are still insufficient, be-
cause: (1) they do not directly solve the tail latency issues
introduced above; and (2) they are all purely end-host based
solutions which control how end-hosts schedule these flows,
but network switches are unaware of such application-specific
priorities when choosing which packets to be dequeued. In
other words, they only schedule at flow-level at the end, thus
unable to handle packet-level hiccups in the network.
2.3 Observations and New Opportunities
By exploiting the domain-specific properties of DNN training,
we make the following key observations which provide new
Model ResNet18 GRU
Dataset Cifar100 Caltech101 wikitext-2 wikitext-103
Loss bound 0.9% 0.9% 1.2% 1.4%
Table 2: Loss tolerance bounds across different datasets
opportunities for communication optimization, addressing the
above problems.
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Figure 4: Impact of data loss on model convergence
Observation 1: DNN training is bounded loss tolerant.
Nowadays, DNN training with SGD is essentially an approx-
imation algorithm which estimates better parameter values
based on information acquired from mini-batches. Such SGD-
based training algorithms are error-tolerant for two reasons:
(1) in each iteration, certain error in parameter-gradient values
does not necessarily affect the model accuracy too much, and
(2) even an error occurred in earlier iterations can also be
sewn up and fixed in later iterations as later iterations start
with earlier results. As a result, the error-tolerance feature
suggests that certain data loss in communication may not
affect model performance!
To validate the above hypothesis, we inspect the SGD train-
ing on different neural network architectures and evaluate the
impact of data loss ratio on model convergence. We randomly
drop some packets without retransmission and measure the
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convergence rounds toward the same prediction accuracy. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the example results on the RNN and CNN
models. We notice that, for both models, when the data loss ra-
tio is up to 1%, the model can converge with the same epochs.
Beyond this threshold, when there are more data loss, the con-
vergence speed degrades gradually which means it requires
more epochs to converge to the same prediction accuracy.
We refer to this phenomena as bounded-loss tolerance:
DNN training tolerates a certain fraction p of data loss without
affecting the iterations needed for the same accuracy. We
further validate such bounded-loss tolerance property across
a wide range of DNN models using several general training
datasets. Table 1 summarizes the bounded loss tolerance ratios
for these models, which confirms our hypothesis.
Furthermore, we note that while different models have dif-
ferent loss tolerance bounds, the bound for the same model
across several general training datasets we used remains simi-
lar. We show an example in Table 2, in which the bounds for
ResNet18 over Cifar100 and Caltech101 are the same, while
the bounds for GRU over wikitext-2 and wikitext-103 [36]
only differs by 0.2%. This enables us to profile the loss toler-
ance bound values for general DNN model architectures2.
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Figure 5: Gradient/packet losses on different NN layers (a) and
with different granularity values (b) have different impact to
model convergence.
Observation 2: Different gradients have different im-
pacts. Not all gradients are equal. Our insight is that gradients
can be differentiated in the following two ways.
First of all, gradients of front layers are more loss tolerant
than back layers in terms of model convergence. In other
words, dropping gradients of front layers has less impact than
dropping that of back layers. This is because, in deep neural
networks, different layers extract features in different levels
of abstraction. Generally, back layers contain accumulated
information that is learned based upon information in front
layers, so is of higher importance [59, 101]. For example,
front-layer generates low-level general representations like
2We note that in practice the bound of a model may vary if datasets differ
greatly in some aspects. To explore the loss tolerance bound of a model on a
large dataset, one practical way is to use the tolerance bound derived from a
smaller sampled sub-dataset from the original dataset as an approximation.
Through experiments, we found that the loss tolerance bounds remain almost
the same between the sampled sub-dataset and the original dataset.
egdes and corners of simple concepts easy to learn, but high-
level layers take more steps to learn complex and specific
concepts like certain object shapes built upon those simple
concepts. In the meanwhile, gradients of front layers are less
delay tolerant in terms of training pipelining. This has been
observed in prior work [54,77]. The reason is that the forward
propagation (FP) can begin as soon as the front-layer are
received, so they should be transmitted earlier, if possible, in
order not to delay the pipelining.
To illustrate the impacts of gradient loss on different layers,
we conducted an experiment of training ResNet18 in which
we randomly discard gradients from: 1) the front layers (the
first 20% layers), 2) the middle layers (the middle 20% layers),
and 3) the back layers (the last 20% layers) with different loss
probabilities. It evident from Figure 5(a) that gradients in
front layers are more tolerant to loss than of the back layers.
For example, to maintain the same convergence speed, we can
tolerate 1.1% gradient loss in the front layers but only 0.4%
from the back layers.
Second, gradients of larger magnitude have more impact.
This is because, during the training process, SGD leverages
gradients to learn the correlations between the intermediate
features and the model output. For a given data sample, larger
gradients possess stronger correlations between the connected
features and the task than of small gradients, and thus are more
important for training. As a result, their losses may negatively
affect the convergence speed and model accuracy [59]. In
addition, larger gradients indicate bigger learning step size,
therefore have more impact on convergence speed.
To show the impact of dropping gradients of different mag-
nitudes, again, we consider three scenarios: randomly drop-
ping gradients among (1) the smallest 20% magnitude, (2)
the medium 20% magnitude, and (3) the largest 20% magni-
tude with different loss probabilities. As shown in Fig 5(b), it
is very clear that dropping larger gradients has more impact
than dropping smaller gradients. For example, to maintain the
same convergence speed, we can tolerate more than 1.6% loss
of small gradients but only 0.1% of the large gradients.
Observation 3: Packets in DNN training are order-
independent. Unlike many other classical applications, pack-
ets in DNN training are resilient to packet reordering. This
is because in classical applications, a message usually con-
sists of multiple packets, and therefore, ordering needs to be
maintained among packets of a message. In contrast, in DNN
training, multiple messages are packed within one packet, as
gradients or parameters are often represented as floating point
numbers of 32-bit or less, and a typical packet of 1400-byte
payload contains hundreds of such messages. As a result,
packets can be interpreted independently and ordering is un-
necessary. Such inter-packet order-independency provides
opportunity for packet-level load balancing in the network.
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3 Design
We first describes the key ideas behind DLCP (§3.1), followed
by the detailed DLCP mechanisms (§3.2).
3.1 Key Ideas
Inspired by the three observations in §2.3, we come up the
following three key ideas correspondingly for optimizing com-
munication for DNN training.
Key idea 1: Cutting tail latency with bounded loss toler-
ance. As introduced in §2.2, while solutions such as gradient
sparsification [95] or quantization [6] reduce traffic volume,
they do not make communication completely immune to long-
tail latencies caused by transient packet drops or queueing.
The key reason is that the tail latency is usually caused by the
instantaneous traffic pattern such as incast, not only the traffic
volume. Even 80% traffic reduction does not wipe out such
long tail (Figure 2).
To address the problem, we exploit observation 1. Cur-
rently, reliability in transport control is “all-or-nothing”: TCP
requires all packets to be received and can thus be blocked
by a tiny fraction of packet drops which cause retransmission
timeouts; whereas UDP has no reliability guarantee. Neither
suits for communication for DNN training. Based on observa-
tion 1, we propose a simple yet effective bounded-loss tolerant
end-host transport protocol that minimizes the data transmis-
sion time, by intentionally ignoring packets (bounded by p)
delayed or lost in the network without retransmissions. This
effectively cuts the tail latency by avoiding costly retransmis-
sion timeouts.
Key idea 2: Optimizing training efficiency with gradient-
aware queueing/dropping. While DNN training process tol-
erates certain packet losses, the influence of losing different
gradients may differ remarkably as shown in observation 2:
• In terms of layer of gradient, front layer gradient is more
tolerant to loss than back layer gradient, whose dropping
has less impact on model convergence.
• In terms of magnitude of gradient, large gradient is less
tolerant to loss than small gradient, whose dropping has
more impact on model convergence.
To take advantage of observation 2, when the switch queue is
full and some packets have to be dropped, instead of random
dropping, we propose a gradient-aware selective dropping:
• Packet carries front layer gradients will be prioritized for
dropping than that carries back layer gradients.
• Packet carries larger gradients will be de-prioritized for
dropping than that carries smaller gradients.
Furthermore, as pointed out in §2.3, while gradients of front
layers are more loss-tolerant, they are less delay tolerant in
training pipelining, since forward propagation (FP) can be-
gin as soon as the front-layer tensors are received. Therefore,
in addition to selective dropping, we further enforce prior-
ity queueing to prioritize front-layer packets. Later, we show
that both selective dropping and priority queueing can be
implemented together with commodity switches (§4). In Ap-
pendix A, we give a mathematical proof to show that by this
mechanism, convergence is guaranteed even with gradients
loss.
Key idea 3: Enabling per-packet load balancing with
inter-packet order-independency. Load balancing tries to
eliminate hotspots by spreading traffic on multiple paths. Ide-
ally, this should be done at packet-level. However, current
practice still remains at flow-level (or at most flowlet-level)
with sub-optimal performance [7,9,14,107]. One key concern
is due to the reordering problem. Based on observation 3,
packets of DNN training are free of ordering among each
other, which enables packet-level spreading without reorder-
ing issues. Therefore, we propose per-packet load balancing
in DLCP to fully utilize bandwidth in the network.
Priority queueing 
& droppingPer-packet load 
balancing
Bounded-loss tolerant 
transmission
Leaf 
switch
Spine switch
Figure 6: DLCP Overview
3.2 Design Details
We proceed to introduce the design details of DLCP which
integrate the above three ideas. Figure 6 presents an overview
of DLCP. The general workflow is as follows. For transmis-
sion, data are first spread onto multi-path in the network on
a per-packet basis to minimize hotpots (idea 3). Then, if
congestion happens, the DLCP switch will perform priority
queueing and selective dropping based on layers and mag-
nitudes of gradients to optimize training efficiency (idea 2).
Finally, a bounded loss-tolerant data transmission protocol
is established between end-points to avoid long tail latencies
caused by retransmission timeouts (idea 1).
3.2.1 Bounded-loss Tolerant Data Transmission
We design a bounded-loss tolerant data transmission protocol
at application layer, here we describe the mechanisms.
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Figure 7: Rate Control State Machine
Zero-RTT connection. To initialize a flow, we first setup a
connection, and senders and receivers rendezvous with ten-
sorID, size and loss-bound. To minimize latency, we send
gradients at the same time. Notice that this may pose correct-
ness issues since receivers may not prepare enough buffer or
initialize the state. Fortunately, DNN communication traffic
is fixed and repetitive, we can set the buffer size as the largest
tensor before communication starts. Meanwhile, we discard
gradients arrival earlier than the rendezvous information.
Loss tolerant transmission. We transmit gradients in an un-
reliable channel to achieve high throughput and free of packet
loss or out-of-order issues, and transmit signal packets in a
reliable channel to guarantee robustness. Meanwhile, we use
a higher priority switch queue for signal packets. During the
transmission, DLCP sender keeps transmitting gradients of a
tensor until it receives a flow finishing signal or the gradients
are sent out. If there are no more gradients to send, the sender
emits a flow stop signal immediately.
Guarantee loss bound retransmission. To guarantee receiv-
ing enough gradients, DLCP receiver checks whether the
bound requirement is met on receiving data. If the receiver is
notified with a flow stop signal, it requests a retransmission
for the missing gradients, and the sender will go through loss
tolerant transmission again. After the receiver meets its bound
requirement, it sends a flow finishing signal and keeps receiv-
ing on-the-fly packets until a flow finishing confirm from the
sender reaches.
Minimal rate control. In virtue of the loss-tolerance feature,
our data transmission protocol needs a minimal rate control
only to achieve high throughput without congestion collapse.
Figure 7 uses a state machine to illustrate the procedure:
• Initially, flow sends at the line rate, which is equal to link
bandwidth. Receivers periodically send measured packet
receiving rate to senders, if the sending rate is larger than
the receiving rate times a factor ∆, we change the state to
"congestion avoidance" and halve the sending rate.3
• During the "congestion avoidance" state, we compare the
3In our implementation, the period is 200 µs, ∆ is equal to 2.
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packet sending rate with the measured packet receiving
rate every period. When the former is smaller than ∆ times
the latter, we half the sending rate, to avoid congestion
collapse. Otherwise, we do additive increase to the sending
rate, which is 5% of the link bandwidth in our setting.
• When the flow is sending out and requests to do retrans-
mission, we change the state to "line rate start" and reset
the sending rate to link bandwidth.
Loss bound setting. Our design of the transmission interface
allows per-tensor a loss bound. 4 The bound set here is just
a guarantee that at least the amount of data will be received.
Besides, parameter synchronization can be decomposed into
a push stage and a pull stage (corresponding to a reduce plus a
broadcast in all-reduce communication). We distinguish push
from pull and only enforce a lower loss-tolerant bound for
pull stage because each gradient in the pull stage is in nature
aggregated from many workers, thus more important.
3.2.2 Gradient-aware Packet Queueing and Dropping
To enforce this gradient-aware traffic scheduling, DLCP first
tags packets at end-host with two level of information: layer
of gradients and magnitude of gradients. In DLCP switch, to
enforce the priority queueing, packets are added to different
priority queues according to the layer of gradients. To en-
force the selective dropping, small/front layers gradients are
dropped earlier before the switch buffer is full. Here, we give
the design of each part in detail.
End-host packet tagging. To encode the layer of gradients
in a packet, a straightforward idea is to map each layer to a
unique priority. However, it is impractical because the number
of layers can be much more than switch priorities (typically
8). To address it, we evenly map all the layers to available
priorities. Specifically, we tag the packets of x-th layer with
xP
L , where L and P are the total number of layers and priorities
respectively. To encode the magnitude of gradients informa-
4For convenience, we apply a global bound for all the tensors in a model
and leave the different loss bound setting to future work.
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tion into priorities, given multiple gradients in a packet, we
calculate the average of the gradient magnitudes and compare
it with a threshold to determine whether the packet should
be marked as important. By default, we set the threshold to
the median value of all gradient’s magnitude of each tensor.
To reduce the median value calculation time, we sample only
0.1% of the gradients.
DLCP switch. The DLCP switch performs priority queue-
ing [15, 21, 108] and selective dropping for packet schedul-
ing, as shown in Figure 8. For priority queueing, the switch
first maps packets of front layers to high priorities. Then, it
adopts the standard strict priority queueing discipline. This
straightforwardly speeds up training pipelining. For selective
dropping, the switch decides whether to drop a packet in a
hierarchical manner. On layer level, the switch checks the
layer information and pushes the packet to different priority
queues. To prioritize the dropping of front layer packets, the
corresponding queues are set with lower dropping threshold
(We give an analysis of the dropping threshold setting in Ap-
pendix B). On magnitude level, the switch decides whether
to drop the packets based on the importance of the packet.
Only unimportant packets will be selectively dropped. To im-
plement the selective dropping on commodity switch, we use
ECN marking thresholds as the dropping threshold, the detail
is described in §4.2.
gradientstensor_id offset
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Figure 9: Tensor Partition & Reconstruction
3.2.3 Per-packet Load Balancing
DLCP performs per-packet load balancing, to fully achieve
inter-packet order-independency and accelerate the processing
speed of received packets, we carefully do tensor partition
and reconstruction.
Tensor partition & reconstruction. Before transmission,
each tensor is divided into independent partitions, the "in-
dependent" means no gradient is across two packets, the "par-
tition" means a segment of consecutive gradients in the tensor.
As we can see from Figure 9, each independent partition is
packed into one packet (suppose one packet can contain ex-
actly m gradients), with its address information (which tensor,
offset in the tensor). When packets arrive at the receiver, it
will be immediately placed into the right place according to
its address information, without being impacted by the arrival
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Figure 10: DLCP End-host Implementation Overview
order. Meanwhile, even if some packets are lost, the tensors
can be reconstructed with retaining most of the information.
Load balancing. DLCP spreads data packets evenly among
multiple parallel paths between source and destination. We
provide two design choices. One design choice is to leverage
the switch side per-packet ECMP [47] or the so-called packet
spraying [33]. This is simple to implement and deploy. It
works well for a symmetric network topology, which is typical
in datacenter. The other choice is to give the end-host the
control of multi-path routing [50]. This can be done by source
routing or label switching. While it adds a bit overhead at the
end-host to collect the routing information, the strength is that
it works well even for an asymmetric topology (or symmetric
topology with link failures).
4 Implementation
We build a prototype of DLCP using Mellanox LibVMA [71]
and commodity switches and integrate it to popular ML frame-
works likes Tensorflow [5], Pytorch [75] and MXNet [22].
Here we describe the details of each component.
4.1 End-host Network Stack
Overview. As shown in Figure 10, DLCP is implemented
between machine learning framework layer and socket layer.
We provide a series of universal communication interfaces
to enable bounded loss tolerance and packet tagging. The
interfaces are flexible and can be integrated into various ML
frameworks [5, 22, 75] and distributed training middleware
systems (e.g., Horovod [83] and BytePS [77]) without need-
ing to modify their operating system kernel. To this end, we
design and implement basic communication primitives in
user space based on common application abstractions of these
ML frameworks. Our prototype demonstrates that DLCP can
support more datapaths in the future such as user-space net-
work stack, DPDK, RDMA UD [11], Cisco usNIC [29], and
hardware datapaths.
Universal interfaces. We provide two basic communi-
cation primitives dlcp_send(tensor, prio_func) and
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dlcp_recv(tensor, loss_bound). A tensor is essentially
a memory space that stores gradients and some metadata (e.g.,
shape and data type). The tensor abstraction has been widely
used by almost all popular DNN frameworks, e.g., Tensor in
TensorFlow and PyTorch, and NDArray in MXNet.
DLCP sender. On the sender side, a tensor is first partitioned
into some consecutive MTU-sized (excluding header over-
head) segments of gradients. Then we run the priority function
prio_func for each gradient segment to calculate its prior-
ity. Finally, we add an Ethernet header, an IP header, a UDP
header, and a DLCP header to each segment to form a UDP
packet. A DLCP header encodes the tensor identifier, length,
offset and a sequence number. Priority is mapped to DSCP
value encoded in IP header.
DLCP receiver. On the receiver side, recv takes as input
which tensor to receive and loss-tolerant bound of the tensor.
Before data transmission, sender and receiver do a rendezvous
to allocate receiving buffer in advance. On receiving a new
packet, the receiver copies its gradients to pre-allocated mem-
ory buffer according to its offset. The receiver uses a bitmap
to maintain the already received gradients.
Data & signal transmission. We implement DLCP network
stack using both UDP and TCP. Inspired by [43], we separate
data transfers and control signals, and only provide full reli-
ability for control signals whose traffic size is much smaller.
The control signals include flow start/finish, retransmission
request and stop request/confirm. To ensure reliability, we
use TCP in Linux kernel to carry control signals. To mini-
mize the losses of the control signals, we reserve a separate
priority for them at the switch. We find that control packets
are rarely dropped in practice. We implement data transfer
mechanism using UDP. To achieve high throughput, we adopt
UDP in Mellanox LibVMA [71] (instead of Linux kernel),
a high performance user space network stack. Since our im-
plementation only requires unreliable messaging, DLCP can
also have other datapaths such as RDMA UD [11] and Cisco
usNIC [29] transports which are essentially OS-bypass low
latency UD.
4.2 Switch Configuration
We implement the priority queueing and dropping using built-
in functions of commodity switches.
Priority queueing. We classify packets based on the DSCP
field [14,20,52,62] and map them to the corresponding switch
priority queues. We enable strict priority queueing to schedule
packet transmissions at the egress.
Selective dropping. Current switching chips cannot push out
packets that are already stored in the switch buffers. There-
fore, to realize selective dropping [49], we can only selectively
drop packets at the ingress. To this end, we use RED/ECN
function [12, 103], which is widely supported by commod-
ity switches [2]. In current switch implementations, when
the switch queue size exceeds the ECN marking threshold,
the switch will mark the arrival ECN-capable packets and
drop not ECN-capable packets. Hence, at the sender side,
we only tag the packets carrying significant gradients with
ECN-capable. To implement layer-wise priority dropping, i.e.
packets from front layer are easier to drop than packets from
back layer, we set lower threshold on higher priority queues.
More specifically, the thresholds of the queues are set to an
arithmetic sequence T ∗ (1,1+d, ...,1+6d). The highest pri-
ority queue is reserved for control signals in practice.
4.3 ML framework integration.
DLCP can be directly integrated with deep learning frame-
works such as TensorFlow [5], PyTorch [75], and MXNet [22]
or indirectly integrated with some distributed training middle-
ware systems such as Horovod [83] and ByteScheduler [77].
Modern deep learning frameworks have their own distributed
training implementation. They tend to choose specific RPC
or messaging library and build an abstraction over it. For ex-
ample, MXNet uses PS-Lite [60] and build a key-value store
over it; PyTorch prefers collective communication API and
can have multiple backends such as Gloo [35], MPI [30] or
NCCL [4]; TensorFlow is more monolithic to support both
parameter server and distribute strategy as its communica-
tion abstraction and underlay is gRPC. These communication
abstraction layers decide which nodes are communicating
with each other in one iteration and is usually built on top of
point-to-point communication primitives. They provide the
flexibility for being implemented with different RPC or mes-
saging libraries. To direct integrate DLCP with some specific
frameworks such as MXNet which use PS-Lite, we only need
to implement its abstraction for point-to-point communica-
tion with DLCP’s interface without changing the existing user
code.
5 Evaluation
We evaluate DLCP by using a combination of testbed ex-
periments and large-scale simulations. Our key findings are
summarized as follows:
• In testbed experiments, DLCP can accelerate training of
a state-of-the-art DNN scheduler by up to 84.3% without
adverse effect on model convergence or accuracy.
• DLCP achieves 11-84.3% speedup on a range of DNN
models, ML frameworks (TensorFlow [5], MXNet [22],
PyTorch [75]) and synchronization schemes (PS [60] vs.
AllReduce [76]).
• DLCP significantly reduce the tail FCT. In large-scale simu-
lations, DLCP reduces tail FCT up to 91.8% in a 144-node,
100G network.
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Schemes.
5.1 Testbed Experiments
We integrate DLCP into ByteScheduler, a state-of-the-art
DNN scheduler supporting Tensorflow, PyTorch and MXNet,
and evaluate its end-to-end performance in a small-scale
testbed.
5.1.1 Experimental Setup
Testbed: Our testbed has 5 physical machines (each with 2
Tesla V100 GPUs, 20 CPU cores, 128GB memory), and 4
Mellanox SN2100 switches running Onyx 3.7.1134 operating
system. We put two GPUs of one physical machine into two
separated dockers with different network interfaces, therefore
we get 10 logical nodes. We build a leaf spine topology with
two core switches and two top-of-rack (ToR) switches. Each
ToR switch is connected to five server nodes using 10Gbps
and two core switches using 25Gbps links.
Models and Dataset: We use four models and two datasets
in our experiments. Our models include three image classifica-
tion tasks: VGG16 [84], ResNet50 [44] and Inception-v3 [87]
training on the synthetic data with the same image size as
imagenet [32]; and one for translation task: Transformer [92]
training on SQuAD [80]. We run experiments on three popular
machine learning frameworks: TensorFlow, PyTorch, MXNet
by using two different parameter synchronization schemes,
PS and Ring All-reduce.
Parameter settings: The batch sizes of VGG16, ResNet50,
Inception-v3 and Transformer are 16, 32, 32, and 10 samples
per GPU. Switches have 4MB memory pool shared by all
ports, and 8 queues for each port. Default transport protocol
is TCP CUBIC [40], RTOmin is 5ms and initial window size
is 10. We set loss-tolerant bound to 10% for DLCP.
Baselines and metrics: We compare DLCP with the vanilla
ML frameworks (baseline, the aforementioned three frame-
works), and ByteScheduler with TCP as default transport pro-
tocol. For image classification models, we use the number of
images processed in one second as the speed metric, and for
transformer, we use the number of examples [80].
5.1.2 Overall results
We test DLCP across different DNN models, frameworks and
synchronization schemes. DLCP achieves speedup without af-
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fecting the convergence accuracy or increase the convergence
round. Here, we show the speedup of each experiment.
Speedup under different DNN models: We compare DLCP
with four different models in PS architecture by using Tensor-
Flow as the implementation framework. From the experiment
results, we get the following three observations. First, DLCP
performs the best under all models. Figure 11 shows that
DLCP outperforms ByteScheduler by 45.7%-73.4%, and base-
line by 104.6%-368.5%, across the four models. The main
reason is that default reliable transport is sensitive to packet
losses, which may trigger timeouts and causes millisecond-
level delay. During the training, we observed about 0.53%
packet losses from the buffer counting function provide by
our switch [2]. Second, the improvement of DLCP is more
significant with the number of workers increases. As we can
see, DLCP outperforms ByteScheduler from 29.0% to 36.2%
when the number of workers is 2, while it is 45.7%-73.4%
with the number of workers is 10. This is expected because
the network burden is higher and hence packet losses are more
frequent. Third, DLCP achieves more speedup in ResNet50
than other models. From figure 11(a), DLCP achieves up to
73.4% speedup in ResNet50, more than the speedup of any
other models. This is because ResNet50 has much more lay-
ers and smaller layer size, thus generating much more small
flows, which are susceptible to tail packet drops.
Speedup under different frameworks: We implement
DLCP with different machine learning frameworks. Figure 12
shows the training speed of ResNet50 and VGG16 in PS ar-
chitecture with PyTorch and MXNet implementations. Notice
that there are no default PS implementation in PyTorch, so
we implement the PS based on the PyTorch distributed pack-
age [1]. From the figures, DLCP outperforms ByteScheduler
by up to 84.3%/79.9% in PyTorch and MXNet. That indicates
DLCP can achieve significant performance improvement with
various frameworks.
Speedup under different synchronization schemes: We
also evaluate the performance of DLCP in Ring All-reduce
architecture with ResNet50 and VGG16 (Figure 13). In both
cases, we can find that DLCP achieves higher speedup in
PS architecture than Ring All-reduce. In PS, DLCP achieves
84.3%/45.7% improvement for ResNet50 and VGG16, re-
spectively. While the numbers are only 11% and 7% in Ring
All-reduce5. The reason is that: Packet loss is rare in Ring All-
reduce, therefore Ring All-reduce is free from the long tail
latency caused by timeout. Meanwhile, DLCP still achieve
improvement in Ring All-reduce, due to the fine-granularity
layer level scheduling and reduction of data volume in trans-
mission with bounded loss tolerance. In addition, we observe
that DLCP achieve more improvement in ResNet50 in PS
5Note that ByteScheduler does not support ring communication directly,
we put some effort into making it adopt to Ring All-reduce. Therefore,
implementation overhead (e.g. data copy in framework) introduces additional
overhead, and slowdown the speedup in ring.
while less in Ring All-reduce, the reason is that tensors in
ResNet50 are relatively small, therefore more easy to trigger
timeout in PS. For VGG16, flows are larger, which magnifies
the shortcomings of single path.
5.2 Large-scale Simulations
Next, we use NS3 simulator to evaluate DLCP’s performance
on large-scale networks. In simulations, we simulate empirical
traffic based on communications patterns observed in real
DNN training workloads.
5.2.1 Simulation Setup
Topology: We chose a leaf-spine topology, which has 4 core
switches and 9 ToR switches, each rack has 16 hosts. Each
ToR switch is connected to 16 hosts using 100Gbps links
and 4 core switches using 4×100Gbps links. Base round-trip
time between two servers(4 hops) is 85.2µs. Switch queue
buffer size is 512KB per port.
Traffic: We simulate traffic patterns of training ResNet50
and InceptionV3 under Parameter Server, workers are colo-
cated with parameter servers and the ratio of their numbers is
4:1. We fetch computation completion time and size of each
tensor from our testbed. Workers assign tensors randomly to
different parameter servers, when tensor size is larger than
a threshold(in our setting, 4MB), it is divided evenly to all
parameter servers.
Baseline and metrics: We use DCTCP [8] as the baseline,
since it is widely used in many production data centers. We
also compare with PIAS [14], pFabric [9]. TCP initial window
is 10, and ECN marking threshold is 65 packets. RTOmin6 [16,
91] is 10ms. By default, DupACKs is 3 for DCTCP and PIAS,
and DelayAck is disabled. DCTCP and PIAS use per-flow
ECMP while pFabric uses per-packet ECMP. We measure
both average flow completion time(FCT) and tail FCT.
5.2.2 Results
Figure 14 gives both average/tail FCT for ResNet50 and In-
ceptionV3 with various scales. Y-axis indicates the flow com-
pletion time, and X-axis indicates the total number of workers
(workers and servers are evenly located on each rack). In
general, DLCP delivers the best performance. For ResNet50,
DLCP is up to 43.1%/44.8%/35.5% lower average FCT and
91.8%/91.8%/88.6% lower tail FCT compared to DCTCP,
PIAS, and pFabric. For InceptionV3, DLCP reduces aver-
age FCT by up to 30.3%/31.8%/26.5% and tail FCT up to
89.7%/90.0%/89.2%, respectively. According to the above
results, we make the following three observations:
6RTOmin: TCP minimum retransmission timeout, we will analyze this
parameter in §5.3
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Figure 14: Result of Large-scale Simulations.
• DLCP preforms the best in various settings. DLCP achieves
the best performance in all workloads and network scales,
especially in large scale networks. The reason is that other
algorithms suffer from packet retransmission to keep relia-
bility. In PS, multi-workers currently send gradients to the
same server, which causes incast [23] happens and leads to
packet loss.
• DLCP significantly reduces tail FCT. Compared to average
FCT, DLCP reduces the tail more significantly. The reason
is that, retransmission timeout greatly increases the tail of
other algorithms, while DLCP tolerates packet loss and free
of retransmission timeout.
• The speedup of DLCP is more notable as the scale in-
creases. In general, DLCP reduces FCT more significant
in the large scale. The reason is that, as the scale increases,
the prior solutions suffer from more packet loss, therefore
cause performance degradation, while DLCP is immune to
packet loss with the loss tolerance design.
5.3 Deep Dive
Impact of loss-tolerant bound: We measure convergence
and speedup of DLCP with different loss-tolerant bounds
(1%, 10%, 30%) of ResNet50 on Cifar10 [57]. Figure 15(a)
shows curves of test accuracy vs. epoch, for DLCP with 1%
and 10% loss-tolerant bound, the curves are almost in line
with the benchmark (ByteScheduler [77]), and for DLCP with
30% loss-tolerant bound, with more training epochs, it can
eventually reach the same test accuracy. This highlights the
fact that loss-tolerant bound of DLCP can be set to 10% with-
out affecting model convergence. Figure 15(b) shows test
accuracy over time. As we can see, compare to ByteSched-
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Figure 15: Impact of Loss-tolerant Bound.
uler, DLCP converges faster under all loss-tolerant bounds.
Meanwhile, we find that 1% and 10% loss-tolerant bound take
almost the same time to converge. This indicates that we do
not need to fine-tune the loss-tolerant bound to achieve the
state of art performance.
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Figure 16: Tail FCT under Different RTOmins.
Impact of retransmission timeout: Although retransmis-
sion timeout does not impact DLCP, it may influence other
compared algorithms. To exclude the impact of RTO set-
ting, we perform a simulation experiment with two smaller
RTOmin values. Figure 16 shows the tail FCT under
ResNet50 and InceptionV3 with two different RTOmin set-
tings, DLCP still reduces tail FCT by up to 83.9%/72.7% with
RTOmin equal to 5ms, and 84.5%/71.8% with RTOmin equal
to 1ms. The reason is that although simply reduced RTOmin
saves time from waiting for retransmission, it introduces other
problems like spurious retransmission [67]. Meanwhile, pre-
vious work [91] shows that many factors prevent us from
reducing RTOmin, such as low-resolution timers and delayed
acknowledgements [18]. DLCP, instead, can tolerate packet
loss without retransmission, therefore is free of the above
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drawbacks of changing retransmission timeout setting.
6 Related Work
Optimizing communication in DNN training. Besides the
closely related works discussed above, some other meth-
ods have been proposed to improve the communication
of DNN training. For example, RDMA [51, 66, 100] and
NCCL [4] provide higher bandwidth between workers to
speedup tensor transmission. Works like BlueConnect [27]
and PLink [69] design novel communication patterns with
network topology awareness for gradient synchronization
process at each iteration for better performance and robust-
ness. GPipe [53] and PipeDream [74] overlap communication
with computation in model parallelism context. Traditional
works like flow scheduling [13–15, 21] and coflow schedul-
ing [28, 85, 106] can also optimize communication by mini-
mizing flow (coflow) completion time. Note that these works
are orthogonal to DLCP.
Some works like ASP [81] and SSP [99] propose synchro-
nization algorithms to relax synchronization requirements. A
recent work, SwitchML [82] leverages in-network aggrega-
tion to reduce the communication overhead in network. Al-
though DLCP cannot directly integrate with these algorithms,
its three core ideas can still be used to do further optimization,
we leave it to future work.
Load balancing. ECMP [47], MPTCP [79], Conga [7], Her-
mes [107] and Letflow [90] conducts load balancing at flow
or sub-flow level, whereas DLCP implements a more fine-
grained per-packet load balancing solution. And compared to
other per-packet load balancing schemes [19, 38, 41], DLCP
leverages domain specific knowledge of distributed DNN
training, which greatly simplifies the overall design by toler-
ating packet drops and reordering.
7 Conclusion
This paper presented DLCP, a novel solution exploiting the
domain-specific properties of deep learning to optimize com-
munication overhead of DNN training in a fine-grained man-
ner. At its heart, DLCP comprises of three key innovations
beyond prior work: 1) cutting tail communication latency via
bounded-loss tolerant data transmission, 2) maintaining train-
ing efficiency via DNN-aware priority queueing and dropping,
and 3) performing per-packet load balancing based on inter-
packet order-independency. We have implemented DLCP
with commodity switches, integrated it with various training
frameworks including TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch, and
deployed it in our small-scale testbed with 10 Nvidia V100
GPUs. Our testbed experiments and large-scale simulations
demonstrated great potential of DLCP: it delivers up to 84.3%
additional training acceleration over prior solutions.
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Appendix
A Convergence Proof of DLCP
In this section, we give a convergence proof for distributed
machine learning with priority dropping mechanism based on
gradient magnitude level. We use the notations as the table 3
shows.
Table 3: Definitions and notations
‖·‖ l2 norm for vectors
‖·‖F the Frobenius form of matrices
n number of workers
m number of servers
γ model learning rate
p packet dropping ratio
The distributed machine learning model [88] has proved
the comparable convergence rate of distributed learning over
unreliable network with independent and equivalent packet
drop probability p for each message. Based on their Reliable
Parameter Server (RPS) algorithm, we consider the parameter
server model over our DLCP with priority dropping mech-
anism: the packet drop probabilities differ in gradients of
different magnitudes.
The distributed optimization problem is defined as:
min
~x
f (~x) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
fi(~x), (1)
where n is the number of workers, fi(~x) = Eξ DiFi(~x,ξ)
represents the expected loss function F over Di, the local
data distribution of worker i. At each iteration, every worker
performs SGD on a random chosen subset of dataset D(i)t .
G(i)t = ∇Fi
(
X (i)t ,D
(i)
t
)
.
X (i)t , G
(i)
t and D
(i)
t denotes the model weights, generated gra-
dients and training data of worker i at iteration t respectively.
Before sending the gradients, every worker i divides the
gradients into m equal blocks:
G(i)t =
(
(G(i,1)t )
ᵀ,(G(i,2)t )
ᵀ, . . . ,(G(i,m)t )
ᵀ
)
.
When sending gradients G(i)t , some blocks may be dropped
because of the networking condition and priority dropping.
For each blocks, the gradients on every workers are collected
and averaged by parameter server:
G˜ jt =
1
|N( j)t |
∑
i∈N( j)t
G(i, j)t ,
where G˜ jt denotes the averaged gradients of block j at iteration
t, and N( j)t denotes the number of workers whose blocks j are
successfully averaged at iteration t.
After averaging gradients, the parameter server updates
the corresponding weight block using SGD algorithm and
returns them back to each workers for their local updates.
For workers that fail to receive the averaged block, they just
use the original gradients. Formally, the updated gradients on
worker i is
X (i)t+1 =
(
(X (i,1)t+1 )
ᵀ,(X (i,2)t+1 )
ᵀ, . . . ,(X (i,m)t+1 )
ᵀ
)
,
where
X (i, j)t+1 =
{
X (i, j)t − γG˜ jt , i ∈ N˜( j)t
X (i, j)t − γG(i, j)t , i /∈ N˜( j)t .
N˜( j)t denotes the set of workers to which the averaged block j
is successfully sent at iteration t.
For the algorithm, we make the following assumptions
commonly used for analyzing stochastic optimization algo-
rithms [63, 88].
Assumption 1. We make the following commonly used as-
sumptions:
1. Lipschitzian gradient: The gradient function ∇ fi(·) is
L-Lipschitian, which means
‖∇ fi(~x)−∇ fi(~y)‖ ≤ L‖~x−~y‖
2. Bounded gradient: The variance of stochastic gradient
is bounded for every worker i and any~x.
Eξ Di‖∇Fi(~x;ξ)−∇ fi(~x)‖2 ≤ σ2,∀i,∀~x
1
n
n
∑
i=1
‖∇ fi(~x)−∇ f (~x)‖2 ≤ ξ2,∀i,∀~x,
3. Start from 0: For simplicity, we assume X1 = 0 w.l.o.g.
With arbitrary packet dropping policy, the updated gradi-
ents on each worker can always be represented as the linear
combination of local gradients.
X (i, j)t+1 −X (i, j)t = G(·, j)t W ( j)t ,
where
G(·, j)t :=
(
(G(1, j)t )
ᵀ,(G(2, j)t )
ᵀ, . . . ,(G(i, j)t )
ᵀ
)
.
W ( j)t is the coefficient matrix. And
[
W ( j)t
]
m,k
denotes the
coefficient of worker m’s gradients received by worker k after
one update step.
[
W ( j)t
]
m,k
= 0 means worker m’s gradient
block j is not received by worker k, which may be dropped
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either before or after the averaging during the communication
with the parameter server.
[88] shows W ( j)t satisfies the following properties under
uniformly random dropping environment:
E[W ] = α1In+(1−α1)An (2)
E[W ( j)t W
( j)ᵀ
t ]α1In+(1−α1)An (3)
E[W ( j)t AnW
( j)ᵀ
t ] = α2In+(1−α2)An (4)
for some constants α1 and α2 satisfying 0 < α2 < α1 < 1.
While [88] considers the algorithm where workers perform
the averaging operation, the properties also hold for dedicated
parameter server setting. Also, as DLCP adopts priority drop-
ping mechanism, (α( j,t)1 ,α
( j,t)
2 ) varies in different blocks j
and iterations t. To adopt the convergence proof in [88] for
DLCP, we use α1max ,α2max instead, which denotes the maxi-
mum value of max j,t α
( j,t)
1 and max j,t α
( j,t)
2 across all workers
and iterations and preserve the validity of the proof. Thus we
can get the following theorem:
Theorem 1. (Convergence of DLCP). Under Assumption
1, choosing learning rate γ to be small enough satisfying
1− 6L2γ2
(1−
√
βmax)2
> 0, DLCP have the following convergence
rate:
1
T
T
∑
t=1
(
E‖∇ f (~xt)‖2+(1−Lγ)E‖∇ f (Xt)‖2
)
≤ 2 f (
~0)−2 f (~x∗)
γT
+
γLσ2
n
+4α2max Lγ(σ
2+3ξ2)
+
2α2max Lγ+L2γ2+12α2max L3γ3)σ2C1
(1−√βmax)2
+
3(2α2max Lγ+L2γ2+12α2max L3γ3)ξ2C1
(1−√βmax)2,
(5)
where
∇ f (~xt) = ∇ f (
1
n
n
∑
i=1
~x(i)t )
∇ f (Xt) =
n
∑
i=1
∇ fi(~x
(i)
t )
βmax = max
j,t
(α( j,t)1 −α( j,t)2 )
C1 =
(
1− 6L
2γ2
(1−√βmax)2
)−1
.
It can be inferred from the definitions that β= 1 if and only
if the dropping probability of the gradient block is 1, which
may cause the bound to be infinity. In DLCP we can make the
assumption that no gradient block has dropping probability
equal to 1, since the magnitude of gradients varies among
different iterations.
By choosing approriate learning rate γ =
(1−
√
βmax)2
6L+3(σ+ξ)
√
α2max T+
σ
√
T√
n
, we can get
1
T
T
∑
t=1
E‖∇ f (~xt)‖2 ≤ (2 f (
~0)−2 f (~x∗)+L)σ√
nT (1−√βmax)
+
(2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)+L)(σ+ξ)
1−√βmax
√
α2max
T
+
L2(σ2+ξ2)
(Tn +α2max T )σ2+α2max Tξ2
+
(2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)L
T
(6)
We can see from the Equation 6 that the dominant term in
the convergence rate (O(1/
√
nT )) is consistent with previous
works for both centralized SGD and decentralized SGD [64,
88].
B Thresholds Setting of Priority Dropping
In this section, we analyze and give the approach to finding
the optimal thresholds of priority dropping for minimizing
the impact of packet loss on model convergence. We leverage
the queueing theory [10] to derive optimal thresholds for
any DNN model. From the analysis, we find that the optimal
thresholds are determined by the size of each layer of the
model and the impact of different gradients on convergence.
Problem formulation: We assume the queue number is N
and the total buffer size is B, for the queue i, the ECN/RED
threshold is Si, and the queue size is Li. Suppose the number
of model layer is M, small gradient accounts for θ, and x% loss
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Figure 17: Problem formulation
of small/large gradients in queue i (layer |M·iN | to |M·(i+1)N −1|)
costs f S(i)/ f L(i) additional convergence rounds, and the size
of different layer in one model is Sm(i), i ∈ [1,M], the total
size of the model is S =∑Mk=1 SM(k). Meanwhile, suppose the
total packet arrival rate is λ and the total service rate is µ.
Figure 17 shows priority dropping and scheduling in DLCP
switch. All flows come at the arrival rate of λ, and enter the
corresponding queues. If the queue length is larger than the
threshold of small/large gradients, all small/large come to
this queue will be discarded. Notice that the small and large
gradients in one queue have different thresholds, to simplify
the analysis and take the advantage of M/M/1/m Model in
queueing theory, we split each queue into two, the first is for
small gradients only and the second is for large gradients only.
The dropping thresholds for each one are S′i and L′i. We can
easily represent Si and Li with S′i and L′i: Si = S′i/θ,Li = S′i+L′i
Then, we deduce the value of S′i and L′i. The arrival rate for
one queue depends on the corresponding layers’ packet arrival
rate, for simplicity, we assume the rate is is proportional to
the size of layer. Therefore, the arrival rate for Queue i is
λSm(i)
S , and for the small gradients’ queue the value is θ
λSm(i)
S ,
for the large one, is (1−θ) λSm(i)S . The service rate for one
queue is determined on its priority, it is serviced only when the
higher priority queues are idle, for the highest priority queue
Q1, the service rate is µ1 = µ, the idle time is 1−ρ1, where
ρ1 = λ/µ, for the queue Q2, the service rate is µ2 = (1−ρ1)µ.
Generally, the idle time for queue Qi is 1−ρi, where ρi =
λi/µi and the service rate is µi =Πi−1k=0(1−ρk)µ, we can easily
get the value of µi and ρi from the above. Supposed the service
rate for small/large gradients is proportional to the size, thus,
the service rate for small/large gradients queue in queue Qi
are µSi = θµi and µ
L
i = (1−θ)µi respectively. Therefore the
idle time are ρSi = λ
S
i /µ
S
i = λi/µi = ρi = ρ
L
i . Suppose the
loss ratio for small/large gradients in queue Qi are rSi and
rLi , our goal is to minimize the impact of gradients’ loss to
model convergence, that is to find the optimal Si and Li to
minimize the loss function ∑Ni=1
(
f S(rSi )+ f
L(rLi )
)
, there are
a lot of existing solutions to solve the optimization problem,
e.g. gradient descent. Here, we only need to calculate the
value of rSi and r
L
i . In fact, for each queue, we can treat it
as a typical M/M/1/m model in queueing theory, specially,
one FIFO queue with finite capacity. Previous work [10] has
derived the calculation formula of loss rate, that is ρ
m−ρm+1
1−ρm+1 ,
where ρ is the idle time of the queue. Therefore, we have:
rSi = [(ρi)
θSi − (θρi)Si+1]/[1− (ρi)θSi+1], rLi = [(ρi)Li−θSi −
(ρi)Li−θSi+1]/[1− (ρi)Li−θSi+1], then We can express the loss
function in terms of known parameters and thresholds (Si,Li),
after solve this optimization problem, we can get the optimal
thresholds.
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